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For men and women of the Renaissance, hair was among the primary identifiers of 
individuality. What one did with one’s hair every day—a ritualistic, performative 
production of identity—was involved in the constitution of a gendered, classed, 
and racialized self. At the same time, the cultural regulations that either hid hair or 
allowed it to be seen further enhanced hair’s representational power.1 When outward 
appearance was described, hair featured prominently and its characteristics, whether 
color, length, or curliness, intimated personality traits as well as social differentiations. 
Hair embodied connections between people of similar rank, gender, or political opinion 
and was especially useful for expressing familial relationships. Hair was a physiological 
attribute of one’s self that also contributed to, and drew upon, a range of social practices 
and meanings, and it is the cultural mapping of these connections that this chapter 
focuses on.
Hair mediated between self and society in many different ways. It allowed Renaissance 
individuals to create a sense of both their personality and ancestry and worked as a 
distinguishing feature when people remembered or recognized others. Hair was a system 
of signification: it was legible through a set of cultural codes, but those codes also formed 
a grid of power, against which individuals could define both themselves and others. To 
make use of these interpretative registers, Renaissance people drew on several discursive 
frames and conceptual categories simultaneously. Like any other constituent of identity, 
hair was a malleable sign that functioned linguistically, visually, and performatively at the 
same time.
The context in which hair as a symbolic constituent of the self will be discussed in this 
chapter is English society, and my focus is on English language materials. How hair is 
made to embody ideas about class, gender, race, morality, and health are my concern—as 
they are the concern of other chapters—but this discussion focuses more particularly 
on how they informed the construction of the self and one’s relationship to society. If 
identity is constructed in an ongoing negotiaton of changing identifications, we need to 
consider the early modern self, too, as a set of relationships that are in constant flux but 
also governed by cultural and social codes and conceptualizations. I will concentrate 
especially on bodily materiality (which influenced ideas about families and nations) 
and hair care which were informed by social relationships, patriarchal governance, and 
religious ideology, and influenced early modern constructions of selfhood and society in 
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HUMORS
A wealth of scientific and practical literature testifies to the fact that early modern people 
associated different looks and qualities of hair with their wearer’s identity, status, and 
bodily constitution. Basic questions such as why women have longer hair than men, 
why some people have soft hair and others hard, why some people’s hair is curly, and 
why some people turn gray earlier than others were most often answered with reference 
to humoral theory, the influential framework for interpreting almost all aspects of the 
human body, including psychological traits and mental states.2 Indeed, medical treatises 
explaining how humoral theory worked typically used hair qualities to differentiate 
between different complexions.
Humoral constitution, in turn, suggested methods for interpreting selfhood and 
interiority. Color in particular worked as an indication of one’s physical constitution 
and inspired judgments about age, beauty, health, and emotional self-control. According 
to the Dutch physician Levinus Lemnius, for example, a humorally balanced body 
produced hair that was of a nice auburn or chestnut color, whereas differences of heat in 
one’s constitution could generate either blacker hair, in the case of hot complexions, or 
blonder hair, in the case of cooler temperaments.3 Choleric, melancholic, phlegmatic, and 
sanguine complexions all had distinctive hair, and, conversely, certain characteristics of 
hair could be read as signs of a particular corresponding temperament.
Gender and age were also manifested directly in the material conditions of one’s hair. 
Women and young boys had less body hair than men because their bodies were governed 
by moistness but since the moist vapors inside their bodies ascended towards the head, 
they grew more head hair than men. Women’s hair especially grew very long because of 
their moistness, whereas the heat that made men’s bodies hairier overall also made them 
stronger and more courageous, Lemnius suggested.4 For those well versed in humoral 
theory, knowledge of temperament could also suggest everyday therapies such as dietary 
restrictions, sleep patterns, or control of emotions, believed to counteract imbalances of 
humors. Such technologies of the self were intimately linked with how one understood 
one’s identity to be humorally constituted and managed. There was no clear separation 
between physiological states and mental states, as both depended on the humors, and 
one’s understanding of oneself as a person was informed in a profound way by the idea 
that the materiality of the humoral body, made evident in traits such as hair, governed the 
creation of selfhood in a physical sense.
Moreover, humoral theory offered a ready framework for reading other people’s 
constitutions and making assumptions of their particular humoral selfhood for purposes 
of interaction, whether those people were complete strangers or among one’s nearest 
and dearest. It is this understanding of the shared humoral basis of individual variation 
that allowed hair to mediate meanings of material selfhood and locate them in a social 
network of personal relationships. Hair gestured towards a fundamental physiological 
constitution at the heart of identity that could be used in understanding and describing 
both oneself and others.
Families
To an extent, humoral materiality was a product of family lineage and suggested 
characteristics inherited from one’s parents and ancestors. Renaissance elites, in particular, 
seem to have taken pride in their hair when it joined them visibly together with family 
members and strengthened ties across generations. In early modern autobiographies, 
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people often seem to delight in belonging to a long line of similarly colored heads.5 For 
example, Edward Herbert, born in 1583, remembered his father “to have been black 
haired and bearded as all my Ancestors of his side are said to have been.”6 This is also the 
context in which Lady Anne Clifford, one of the few women of the period to comment 
on her own hair, introduced the subject: “never was there child more equally resembling 
both father and mother than myself,” she wrote, adding that “the hair of my head was 
brown and very thick, and so long that it reached to the calf of my legs when I stood 
upright, with a peak of hair on my forehead.”7 While this description carries a whiff of 
pride that many Renaissance people could have found objectionable, Clifford mentioned 
her aristocratic hair as an aspect of her familial heritage, as proof or her lineage, and 
credit to her parents.
For other memoirists, descriptions of hair simply created textual portraits of family 
members. Even though we tend to assume that historical hairstyles and colors were 
primarily of interest to women, early modern men too were emphatically categorized 
through their hair: Ann Fanshawe recorded that her father had “hair dark brown and 
very curling, but not very long.”8 oliver Heywood noted that his eldest brother had 
red hair and his youngest flaxen.9 Hugh Cholmley, remarkably interested in ancestral 
hair patterns, reported that his sixteenth-century great-grandfather Richard was known 
as “the great blacke knight of the North” for having “his haire and eies blacke and his 
complection very browne.” He also mentioned the flaxen and chestnut heads of his 
grandmother, mother, and wife, but the most intricate description Cholmley reserved 
for his father: “the haire of his head was chestnut browne and the end of his locks 
curled and turned up very gracefully, with out that frisling which his father Sir Henrys 
was inclyned to, his beard a yellowish light browne and thinne before upon the chinne 
as was his fathers.”10 While Cholmley undoubtedly aimed for accurate descriptions, 
the chestnut heads of his father and wife happily call to mind the superior coloring 
of balanced complexions in humoral theory. In this way, a family tint could suggest 
favorable personal characteristics and lineages fortunate not just in status but in the 
humoral advantages of their members.
The descriptions of family members almost always started with hair, while other 
features and characteristics followed after. In the Renaissance, it was customary to list 
human features from the top down, whether we look at depictions of actual persons or 
the more impersonal blazons of female beauty. But something more is going on here: 
hair and character were intimately linked, and few human features were as infused with 
affect, virtue, and power as hair. These meanings could be used to highlight the affective 
ties and identifications produced by family and lineage. Situating oneself within a family 
network was the primary context for Renaissance understandings of selfhood, and hair 
could work as a marker of these connections. But the emphasis on the familial meanings 
of hair also points to the fact that for Renaissance people, hair was not primarily a matter 
of individuality but of interpersonal and kinship relations.
For Renaissance men and women, then, golden tresses and chestnut manes functioned as 
outward signs of both interpersonal relationships and inner humoral qualities, suggesting 
conceptual categories that directly informed one’s understanding and presentation of 
the self. These qualities of hair were not just accidentally created by God and inherited 
from parents but also social and personal signs that needed to be deciphered and worked 
on. Humoral materiality, family, and selfhood were intimately linked. In this way, hair 
carried a much deeper meaning for Renaissance identity construction than descriptions 
of outward appearance would at first imply.
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Nations
As discussed in Chapter Five of this volume, humoral theory was linked to climate theory. 
Renaissance anatomists believed hot climates would heat up people’s bodies so that those 
living under the southern sun generated darker and curlier hair than those living in the 
north. While hair could delineate bloodlines, it also had wider meanings that reflected 
local, national, ethnic, and racial identities. Here I want to consider how women’s hair 
particularly functioned as an indicator of national difference. In England, as in many 
other nations in Europe, the local climate was understood to produce especially attractive 
hair. This meant, for example, that English hair represented both climatically temperate 
and humorally balanced qualities that easily tied together with other desirable feminine 
traits, presented with the kind of local pride that is evident in this quotation from a play 
by Nicholas Breton: “for a flaxen or a browne hayre, for a chaste eye, and an honest 
face, for a good complexion, and a gratious disposition, I thinke all the worlde is not 
better prouided for good Wenches then our Countrie.”11 When national identification 
was negotiated through the visible medium of hair, it stressed the moderate blondness 
of white Englishwomen, steering clear of both the darker hues of southern people and 
the excessive paleness of people in cold climates. In fact, although there were national 
variations of these value judgments around Europe, most countries managed to explain 
their own typical coloring not only as the fairest but also the fittest. For some, however, 
hair also registered a state of decline in one’s own nation. Reading signs of a moral 
downturn in every change of fashion, a moralist pamphleteer like Leonard Wright could 
lament how England was “most wildely corrupted with intollerable pride” that showed 
itself in new-fangled hairstyles and curled beards.12
The most significant carrier of hair’s national meanings was the monarch, especially 
if she was a woman. Queen Elizabeth’s reddish gold hair, which she maintained in her 
old age with numerous wigs, initiated a national fashion for red hair that came to be 
considered a typically English characteristic. Elizabeth deliberately used and manipulated 
her appearance, as is well known. Several foreign ambassadors reported on her hair 
and looks and gave the impression that the queen herself habitually joked about her 
appearance, thus making it a tool of international politics. Moreover, discussing the 
styles and colors of hair in various countries was standard diplomatic small-talk. Sir 
James Melville of Halhill, a Scottish diplomat visiting England in the 1560s, discussed 
with the queen the fashions of the countries he had traveled in, all of which the queen 
was familiar with. Melville described Elizabeth’s own looks when reminiscing about a 
conversation where the queen cross-examined him not only about her own beauties 
but those of Mary, Queen of Scots—a diplomatic game of courtly love that Melville 
fortunately mastered:
Her hair was more reddish than yellow, curled in appearance naturally. She desired 
to know of me, what colour of hair was reputed best; and whether my Queen’s hair 
or hers was best; and which of the two was fairest. I answered, The fairness of them 
both was not their worst faults. But she was earnest with me to declare which of them I 
judged fairest. I said, She was the fairest Queen in England, and mine the fairest Queen 
in Scotland. Yet she appeared earnest. I answered, They were both the fairest ladies in 
their countries; that her Majesty was whiter, but my Queen was very lovely.13
A female monarch’s hair, as indeed her whole body, signified the beauty of the nation not 
just the beauty of her person.
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While feminine hair on one’s home turf denoted safe national values, the gaze directed 
at foreign parts called forth sexual undertones that seemed to color the locations with 
desire and danger. We can see this especially clearly in the accounts of male travelers, 
who recorded their impressions of foreign countries and categorized inhabitants as more 
or less pleasing, often hinting at the sexual components of exotic female beauty. Visited 
places were frequently assigned a value on the basis of the human sights they offered. 
German women, for example, were known to be beautiful because they all had yellow 
hair and were in the habit of “washing it weekly with one kind of lee and drying it in 
the sunne,” sitting outside their doors and spreading their hair on the brim of a straw 
hat.14 Venice, the sex capital of Renaissance Europe according to many observers, boasted 
similar pleasures, providing travelers with the sight of voluptuously blonde women 
who were also known to bleach their hair publicly.15 National hair fashions played an 
important part in the European geography of gendered experience.
The idea that women’s bodies embodied local or national character had its most curious 
manifestation in men’s apparent habit of traveling to foreign parts expressly to gaze upon 
far-flung beauties. Some accounts of such practices also show significant awareness of 
and curiosity about women’s coiffures. Edward Herbert, for example, recounts in his 
autobiography an episode at an inn in France, where he went deliberately to see the inn-
keeper’s daughter, reported by his friend to be “the handsomest Creature that euer they 
sawe.” Herbert’s description of her eccentric hairdo is surprisingly exhaustive, down to 
the last reddish ribbon that adorned her shining black hair:
I shall touch a litle of her discription, her haire being of a shining Black was naturally 
curled in that order that a Curious woman would haue drest it, for one Culre rising 
by degrees aboue another and euery Bout tyed vp with a small Reband of a Nackarine 
mixture while it was bound vp in this manner from the Poynt of her shoulder to the 
Crowne of her head; her Eyes which were round and black seemed to bee a Modell 
of her wholle beautye and in some sort of her heyre while a kynde of light or flame 
came from them not vnlike that which the reband which tyed vp her hair exhibited.16
Herbert’s encounter reveals the importance of hair for experiencing places and nations. 
While different hair colors typified different nationalities, real-life encounters made use 
of a more personal and varied set of characteristics, weaving in local peculiarities and 
class inferences when explaining how hair was dressed and decked.
Without ever acknowledging it directly, these exchanges were racialized as strictly 
white and equated European hair unquestioningly with beauty. If hair could signify 
belonging through family allegiances, national characters, and notions of origin, it also 
necessarily worked as a racial marker, allowing the long and sleek hair of Europeans 
to manifest social power.17 The racial import of hair becomes even clearer if we turn 
our gaze towards Europeans’ descriptions of other racialized peoples. Travelers to Sub-
Saharan Africa, for example, designated the hair of locals as black, curled, and woolly 
and sometimes reported this in their writings.18 Even if European visitors usually evaded 
direct value judgments of African hair, their descriptions resemble the ways in which 
disagreeable or unhealthy hair was imagined in Europe.19
Hair could, then, reflect national and local identities in various ways but it did so 
most often through displaying difference to the gaze rather than suggesting a national 
identity directly related to one’s own hair. In a sense it was a weak signal: there was too 
much variation in hair color and texture within every nation to elevate it to the same 
level with the bodily traits that carried strong national meaning, such as skin color, a 
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primary racializing marker in the Renaissance. Sporting the same kind of hair as others 
could certainly nurture some sense of belonging, and hair could help evaluate typical 
local appearance, but in fact Renaissance people of many nations were quite interested 
in foreign fashions and emulated imported new styles in order to gain social recognition. 
National characteristics of hair were used to construct national communities rather than 
national selves, here hair was a social rather than an individual marker.
HAIR CARE: TECHNOLOGY OF THE SELF 
ANd SOCIABLE pRACTICE
Within the humoral framework, hair was seen as excess matter that was expulsed from 
the body through the scalp, a protective shield and a gateway between the body’s inner 
substances and outside air. Many of the hair practices Renaissance men and women 
engaged in originate in these functions and they all have implications for thinking about 
the self.20 It was a common opinion that combing of hair opened the pores in the skin and 
let out harmful vapors. Plentiful hair could stop these vapors from exiting, but hygienic 
practices could moderate bodily discharges. Hair offered physical protection for the self, 
and its manipulation created and protected the social self too. Even though hair practices 
could be motivated by physiological and medical knowledge, the aim of Renaissance hair 
care was also pointedly social and moral: the way in which hair was manipulated and cared 
for had much to do with good manners, and it contributed to people’s sense of the status 
and place they occupied in the world. Hair care can be understood as a bodily technique 
that Renaissance men and women employed to control both their outward appearance 
and their sense of self. After all, in the Renaissance imaginary, the self seems to have been 
called into being primarily in the negative sense, as a capacity to self-discipline one’s body 
and mind.21 Hair routines produce the ideal gendered and self-policing body-subject, 
on which social status, gender structures, and Christian belief systems were continually 
inscribed.22
Femininities
While both men and women were to take care of their hair, women’s hair practices 
were especially keenly observed, appreciated, and criticized, making femininity uniquely 
dependent on outward appearance and its manipulation. Feminine hair practices were 
viewed through a strict gender hierarchy which demanded that women display their 
subjection to men and to God through their disciplined hair, while it was precisely that 
discipline that further confirmed their need for subordination. This idea that dressing 
of hair was emphatically a feminine activity had a long and venerable history that went 
back to the Bible and the Church fathers, who often equated women with decoration—
women naturally decorated themselves but were also by nature decorative—and focused 
on female hair as a site of pride and display.23
Because of this ideology, teaching women the difference between socially prescribed 
self-care and sinful concentration on and display of the self was crucial. Juan Luis Vives 
emphatically defined this boundary when he argued that women were not to dye their 
hair but should only comb it “cleanly” and remove any “scurf.” They were not to perfume 
their hair but only keep it from stinking, and they were not to look in a mirror in order to 
dress their hair but only to see “if any foule thing or vncomly be on her head that she coude 
nat els se.”24 Women who changed their hair through other means not only disregarded 
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God’s wishes but were clearly displeased with themselves. Thomas Tuke in his Treatise 
against Painting (1616) mused: “she is alway miserable, that pleases not her selfe, as she 
is. Why is the colour of the haire changed?” His answer was that women suffered from 
lack of self-knowledge, or, as we would perhaps express it, of low self-esteem. Women 
attended to their hair in the hope that they could become someone else, someone better: 
“And after al this, why doth she consult with her looking glasse, but because she is afraid, 
lest she should be she, which she is indeed?”25, 26 others thought hairdressing just took up 
too much time, which could have been spent more profitably in prayer, women opted for 
“spending an houre rather in righting the tresses of their haire, than a moment in bending 
their thoughts to deuotion,” wrote Robert Greene.27 According to the Phillip Stubbes, 
late sixteenth-century tall hairdos were even a source for criminal activity: the fashion-
conscious elite bought poor people’s hair for a pittance or stole the fair hair of defenseless 
children.28 Thomas Bentley’s prayers for women asked for preservation from all occasions 
of sin, including “pranking, pricking, pointing, painting, frisling, & decking of my self to 
appeare piked, feate, gorgious, & gaie in the eies of men.” Arthur Dent’s denunciation 
of pride laid special blame on women who spend “a good part of the day in tricking and 
trimming, pricking and pinning, pranking and pouncing, girding and lacing, and brauing 
vp themselues in most exquisit manner.”29
The repetitive vehemence of these warnings may express misogynist suspicion of how 
women spent their time, but hair care practices did represent a real danger to the souls 
of the tricking, trimming, and frizzling women, according to Christian thinking. Any 
attempted change in one’s appearance was conceptualized as deceit that hid one’s true 
God-given identity and thus jeopardized one’s salvation. God would not recognize people 
who had altered his creation when they came knocking on heaven’s door. “Some cannot 
be content as God made them,” wrote James Cleland, “but as though they were hudled 
up in hast, and sent unto the world not fully finished”; using cosmetics, brushes, and 
curling irons were misguided efforts to improve on God’s work.30 In this view, changing 
the hair betrays the deeply held, yet contradictory, Christian notion of a core self, which 
is at once fashioned by God and unchanging and yet implicitly unstable and vulnerable, 
for the smallest outward alteration could destroy it.
The sixteenth-century shift to uncovered hair, when even married women gradually 
started to reveal their hair when venturing out of their homes, was a key moment in hair 
care history, one not met with universal approval, since freely flowing hair was at this 
time still insistently coupled with intimate relationships between husbands and wives 
or the dangers of illicit sexuality. In Lewis Wager’s 1560s morality play The Life and 
Repentaunce of Marie Magdalene, Mary Magdalene is tempted by Vices, who advise her 
on various fashion choices, including best hairstyles. Carnall Concupiscence sets her hair 
about her face, recommending “That all your hair for the most part may be in plain sight; 
To many a man a fayre haire is a great delight.” Infidelitie teaches her to curl her hair with 
a hot needle, Pride suggests that fashionable trinkets worn in the hair will allure young 
men, and Cupiditie reminds her that if her hair color ever starts to fade, she could use 
certain waters to dye it back to yellow.31 The potent relationship between visible hair and 
sexuality is brought forth here, signaling the anxieties women’s hair fashions could raise 
in the more religiously minded. Covered hair continued to indicate modesty and chastity, 
whereas the new open styles could be thought to call these qualities into question, even 
though the bare hairstyles were not worn loose either. Braiding and gathering the hair in 
place could in fact be seen as representing control as much as the veiling fashions of the 
early decades of the period did, only in a new form.
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The social and ideological significance of women’s beauty was naturalized both in the 
substance of hair and the performative rituals of hairdressing, informing how women saw 
their hair. When Alice Thornton, whose own hair fell out during an illness in the mid-
seventeenth century, saw her daughters Kate and Alice too lose their crowning glory as 
an effect of smallpox, her language stressed hair’s significance for assessments of female 
beauty. Kate had been characterized by “her faire haire on her head” and her “beautifull 
complection” before her illness, and her mother interpreted changes in her appearance 
as a loss of that beauty. In Alice’s case, she formulated her hair loss as a “favour cleane 
taken from her.”32 For women, long hair was a sign of both health and femininity, but 
femininity itself was intimately linked with the idea of bodily beauty as a predominantly 
female quality—or indeed a characteristic of womanhood in general.33 The ideological 
nexus of long hair, beauty, and femininity constituted a base for women’s identity work, 
then, allowing both assessments of one’s own relative position in the hierarchies of beauty 
and practices and relationships that could advance that position.
Women clearly seem to have internalized warnings against women’s hairstyling issued 
in pamphlets, treatises, and sermons, despite the social importance of women’s beauty. 
Rose Thurgood’s conversion narrative from the 1630s uses exactly the same vocabulary 
as the moralists do to condemn the women who “Crispe and Curle & Cutt their heare, 
buylding Towers on their heads.”34 Grace Mildmay, too, called for women to dress 
themselves with shamefastness and modesty, avoiding “braided hair or gold or pearl”—
invoking the language of 1 Timothy 2:9.35 Such counsel not only repeated well-known 
admonitions but attempted to shield women’s honor and sense of self in a religous culture, 
where fashion was treated as a threat to both salvation and psychological health. For 
many Renaissance women, it was the Christian framework that guided body practices, 
hair practices included, and provided the self with a meaningful frame of expression. 
Particularly towards the end of the Renaissance, which saw ever smaller headgear and 
uncovered, elaborately coiffed hair,36 adopting a modest style and hiding the hair under 
coifs and hats would have consciously communicated women’s religious convictions and 
modest aspirations.
Yet some women did adopt more ostentatious styles and used hair as a vehicle for 
fashioning their public selves and inviting attention. Some fashionable path-breakers, 
such as the sixteenth-century Italians Isabella d’Este and Lucrezia Borgia, chose to display 
loosely bound flowing hair as a mark of their youthful purity. Even though they risked 
being identified as immoral, they created new possibilities for women’s self-presentation 
by their choice of hairstyle.37 In northern and western Europe, however, such styles were 
associated with the sinful sensuality of southern Europe and generally frowned upon. For 
an honorable lady there, control of hair was paramount: loose hair signified immorality 
and availability and was insistently associated with courtesans and women of ill repute. 
Yet Renaissance writers did acknowledge that hair fashions were also a necessary sign of 
rank, wealth, and family.38 Some complained that wives cost their weight in gold—their 
hair needed to be adorned with pearls, aglets, and flowers—but those same ornaments 
also functioned as testimony to the wealth and status of the wearer’s husband and 
family, and husbands could have strong views about how they wanted their wives to 
wear their hair.39 It was legitimate for women to cherish their hair to signal their proper 
position, both in relation to their menfolk and their God, even if that also allowed them 
to display their creative talents within limits.40 Hairstyles were meant to be socially 
legible, displaying and enforcing social hierarchy. Beauty, whether natural or achieved 
by artifice, was systematically presented, particularly, as an aid to women’s social success, 
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suggesting that improving on one’s looks could result in greater emotional well-being, 
a significant component of a sense of self.41 We are here dealing with a twofold notion 
of what a Renaissance self may have consisted of: in a theological sense, a person’s self 
was tied to the soul and its relationship with God, while the social notion focused on 
one’s relationship with other people and one’s place in the various hierarchies of human 
society. Both ideas are current in the Renaissance mind-set, although individuals could 
and did emphasize one or the other. But in gaining social visibility and marking rank, 
women, particularly, risked losing their moral standing—according to moralist writers, 
at least. Finding the right balance between fashion and modesty would have demanded 
knowledge, expertise, and an acute sense of propriety.
Masculinities
Carefully drawn boundaries between the sensual and decorative meanings of long 
feminine hair and the physical valor and strength associated with masculine hair growth 
were in constant danger of collapsing when men tended their own heads of hair. To 
police these boundaries, male and female hair practices were insistently contrasted in 
Renaissance discourses, and men needed to steer clear of hair practices that carried 
feminine implications—as was the case with the especially piercing scorn heaped upon 
lovelocks, long extra curls falling over the shoulder.42 The Schoole of Good Manners 
presented it as “clownish and unholsome” for men not to comb their hair for the sake 
of cleanliness, but it was quite another matter to start “crisping, curling, and laying out 
lockes like wanton yong women.”43 Excessive hair care threatened to effeminize men, a 
charge that presumed the fundamental vanity of women. In Castiglione’s The Courtier, 
too, curling one’s hair and picking of one’s brows were womanly tricks, not to be engaged 
in by the proper male courtier. one of the characters states, not without irony, that it was 
a feminine conceit to
carrie a mans heade very stedfast for feare of ruffling his haire, or to keepe in the 
bottom of his cappe a looking glasse, and a combe in his sleeve, and to have alwaies at 
his heeles up and downe the streetes a Page with a Spunge and a Brush.44
These guidelines, of course, point towards the fact that men, too, could make a show 
of their fine heads of hair, but it also indicates how instrumental modest hair was to the 
ideals of masculinity. When this started to change and men’s long hairstyles came into 
fashion in the later sixteenth century, the gendered aspects of the newest fashions were 
eagerly debated.45
The use of hair care practices to mark gender difference intersects with ideas about 
age. In his 1530 conduct book for children, Erasmus delineated the bare minimum of 
hair care for little boys: one needed to keep one’s hair clean, comb it regularly, and 
remove nits and lice, as scratching of one’s head was not becoming. Shaking and ruffling 
one’s hair were not courteous behaviors, and one should not keep tossing one’s head 
to cast it back but rather discreetly use one’s hands for this purpose.46 Erasmus’s advice 
to boys is the same as that expected of adult men. Young men, however, may have 
used hairstyles as a way to express generational tensions.47 Sporting the newest cuts 
was a way to gain attention and emphasize their newly-found manliness. When men’s 
long hair became fashionable, it was first identified, and satirized, specifically as young 
men’s folly.48 “Make not a foole of yourselfe in disguising or wearing long haire or 
nailes,” King James I counselled his growing sons in Basilikon Doron, “whiche are but 
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excrements of nature.”49 Thomas Dekker’s satirical conduct manual The Guls Horne-
booke, in turn, advised aspiring young men never to comb their hair and to grow it “thick 
and bushy like a forrest” and as long as possible—indicating that rather the opposite 
would be honorable. In Dekker’s humorous opinion, long hair frightens enemies and 
looks manly to one’s friends, functions as a shield against sword strikes, warms the head 
like a nightcap in winter, and cools it like a feathered fan in summer. Long hair was for 
him a thoroughly ridiculous fashion that could be satirically justified with reference to 
young men’s martial exploits and their attempts to gain prestige within their homosocial 
friendship circles.50 Both these rather different texts were written within the conduct 
genre and addressed the younger generation, exposing the adult suspicion that young 
men were adopting hair fashions that potentially endangered the masculine, patriarchal 
political structures.
The challenge to the social hierarchy represented by young men growing long hair 
was also apparent in criticisms of apprentices and students. Authorities in the early 
seventeenth century tried to curb apprentices who grew their hair long by issuing 
various ordinances, among them the Common Council Act of 1611 which decreed that 
no apprentice was to “weare his haire with any tuft or lock but cut short in decent 
and comelie manner” or they would be imprisoned.51 Much the same happened within 
the universities, where students, too, could be required to wear humble cuts, as signs 
of their serious scholarly status and as markers of group identity but also as a control 
device wielded against the young and fashionable. This could annoy the young men 
greatly. Edmund Verney wrote to his brother Ralph from the University of oxford in 
1635, complaining about new strictures demanding that students wear their hair short. 
At a time when fashionable youths boasted long hair and lovelocks, young Edmund 
clearly felt his fashion sense violated by the order. He hoped for an escape and asked his 
brother to call him away.52 Hair had great power of signification in the identity games an 
individual played within his community, showing the rebellion of young and subordinate 
men against their elders’ values through their fashionable hairstyles and allowing them 
to use the mastery of current styles to acquire informal status among their peers. The 
seventeenth-century attempts at control of male hair could even suggest an emergence of 
a youth subculture where both belonging and difference were expressed through men’s 
growing hair length.
Despite all of the moral and social anxieties expressed about hairstyles, the huge 
number of formulae in books of household recipes that contain guidance for making 
products related to hair suggest that many Renaissance people were profoundly attentive 
to their hair, or its lack. People seem to have been far from satisfied with the heads they 
had and fashioned their selves by changing what emerged from under their hats into 
blond, brown, or even black. Darker hues may have been targeted at men and women 
with graying hair, a sign of unwanted aging in the Renaissance period too. Perhaps even 
more important, however, at least in terms of the number of recipes, were concoctions 
for keeping hair from falling off or making it grow back when it had been lost. A number 
of these recipes were directly addressed to men and mentioned beards as well as hair. 
Both head hair and beards contributed to early modern notions of manliness, as Will 
Fisher has shown, facial hair in particular was “insistently mapped onto social roles like 
father and soldier,” tying together masculinity and the wider sphere of social meanings 
and identifications.53 Baldness was seen as primarily a male problem, and so, even when 
male heads were not expressly mentioned, we may take most of the hair growth recipes 
to be providing answers for men’s beauty problems rather than women’s.54 Depilatory 
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creams, in turn, were suggested primarily for women, as ways of removing unwanted 
body hair and for raising the hairline on one’s forehead. Recipe collections also gave 
advice on lotions that made hair curly and suggested special perfumes for hair.55 Clearly, 
there was a significant demand for such recipes, emphasizing the social importance of hair 
as a visible and changeable sign of identity that could be fashioned to one’s liking. What 
is articulated in the recipe literature is not just Renaissance expertise in preparing hair 
care products but the ways in which the materiality of the self was made meaningful for 
Renaissance constructions of the self. Although it is difficult to say whether the products 
were actually widely used, recipe collections offer a completely different view of hair 
care than many other sets of source material. Where moralistic texts, for example, link 
hair dyes and dressing to cosmetics and condemn both as pure feminine vanity, recipe 
collections address both genders and give no hint that the products would have been 
morally questionable.
Sociability
Hair could build an explicit link between oneself and others through its emotional power. 
Like any form of beauty, attractive hair was believed to provoke a positive affective 
reaction, often labeled love.56 When Renaissance people felt drawn to each other, 
hair was mentioned among the special features of the beloved that incited passions.57 
Demonstrating the intricate link between hair and the self, the practice of exchanging 
hair as love a token showed that even when they were severed from their wearer, locks 
could be caressed, kissed, and dreamt about. Hair as a physical token allowed the beloved 
to be recalled, but it could also carry the characteristics of the person, mental as well 
as physical, in its texture and color.58 Some even suggested that women combed their 
tresses deliberately into a shiny trap that reeled in love-struck suitors.59 For Jane Anger, 
defending women against the misogynist attacks penned by Joseph Swetnam, it was clear 
that while women’s hair invited sexual attention from men, women had little control 
over men’s hairy desires. “If we cloath our selves in sackcloth, and trusse up our hair 
in dishclouts, Venerians wil nevertheles pursue their pastime,” she wrote, hinting that 
women’s tying up their hair or hiding it under hoods and hats worked as a conscious form 
of sexual control.60 Nor was the idea of hair as an agent of emotions restricted to men’s 
desires. Lucy Hutchinson credited her awakening love for her future husband partly to 
his nice head of hair: “she was surpriz’d with some unusuall liking in her soule when she 
saw this gentleman, who had haire, eies, shape, and countenance enough to begett love 
in any one at the first.”61
Hair care practices themselves, the daily interactions of combing, dressing, and 
cutting hair also forged social relationships. For women, these practices were situated 
within the home and involved intimate relationships between women of the household, 
both between mistresses and servants and between women of similar status. Sociability 
was clearly an important aspect of these daily encounters: women had fun by curling, 
braiding, and setting each other’s hair and shared their attempts at new styles. While 
men thought these pursuits an insignificant waste of time, for women they represented 
a way of sustaining friendships and intimate networks.62 The vocabulary of such 
practices was indeed deemed so important that it was even expressly taught in language 
manuals. Peter Erondell’s guide to the French language instructed Englishwomen on 
how to survive their daily hair care sessions with maidservants in a different language, 
providing them with expressions for dandruff and combing cloth as well as impatient 
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commands and reproaches.63 For the lady, Erondell seems to have thought, the 
everyday ministrations of maids could present many reasons to be dissatisfied, even 
when traveling to the allegedly elegant neighboring nation, but his model sentences also 
testify to the importance of hair care’s beauty routines in Renaissance social life. Setting 
of a lady’s hair by a servant was an occasion in which her rank was performed and made 
manifest. It also represented an intimate episode in which her bodily needs were catered 
for and her social persona created. Such scenes were also depicted in Renaissance art 
and drama.
Although a mistress of the house was expected to act as its well-groomed representative, 
not all women treated their appearance as a constituent of their identity. Some shunned 
practices of care and aspired to what they thought were higher goals. The biography 
of Elizabeth Cary, Lady Falkland, paints an almost comic picture of a woman whose 
carelessness over her appearance was remedied only by affectionate and helpful 
maidservants. For Lady Elizabeth, “dressing was all her life a torture,” although she 
endured it to please her husband. Yet
she was not able to attend to it all, nor ever was her mind the least engaged in it, but 
her women were fain to walk round the room after her (which was her custom) whilst 
she was seriously thinking on some other business, and pin on her things and braid her 
hair; and while she writ or read to curl her hair and dress her head.64
Even for Lady Falkland, braided and curled hair worked as proof of her high status, so her 
own disregard for her appearance made her maidservants try that much harder to provide 
what was expected. one wonders whether Lady Falkland actually used her impatience 
with hairdressing rather cunningly to express herself and manipulate her husband, for 
whom it seemed to matter greatly what she looked like. What is more important for us 
here, however, is the portrayal of her servants, ever vigilantly guarding her appearance 
and making her look presentable. Lady Falkland herself was also represented as picking 
and choosing her servants so that they would be experts on fashion practices while also 
complicit in her eccentric reading habits.65 For working women, expertise in hair could 
be a marketable professional skill.
The barbershops where men had their hair done in fashionable styles offered other 
health and beauty services, attending to nails, teeth, and blood-letting, and acted as 
centers for male sociability. Margaret Pelling suggests that one could enjoy “music, drink, 
gaming, conversation, and news” in the barbershops which sometimes even doubled as 
brothels.66 Men frequented these establishments especially in larger towns, even though 
they were also much satirized for it. The figure of the “carpet knight” was evoked to 
describe them: as the chief care of these gallants was to trick themselves up, they wasted 
time consulting their mirrors and their barbers who curled, powdered, and perfumed 
them to rectify their “native nasty sent.”67 According to critics, “barbing” was a “noble 
science” that spawned such brave innovations as the French, Spanish, Dutch, Italian, and 
the new cut, all different shapes for fashionable beards.68
Although depictions of everyday bodily practices often reach us in a somewhat 
distorted form, through censure and ridicule of religious moralists, people needed 
to pay attention to their hair, if not for the sake of their appearance, then for health 
reasons. Whether performed by servants, personal barbers or the professionals of a 
barbershop, the shaping of hair offered a possibility to fashion both one’s inward self, 
implicit in the health effects of hair care, and one’s outward appearance, a manifestation 
of a desired personality. For men and women both, the persona called forth through 
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hairdressing was always created within a social network that made reference to age, 
status, and fashion. Hair was a key ingredient of both cleanliness and beauty and allowed 
Renaissance people to manipulate their outward appearance to suit the identities they 
aspired to. Hair was not simply recognized by others as belonging to a specific person, 
it was actively treated by both individuals and groups as a means to express identity and 
achieve or retain status. observing the Roundhead fashion for short hair, for instance, 
Lucy Hutchinson thought the Puritan style “ridiculous to behold” and completely ill-
suited for her Parliamentarian husband Colonel John Hutchinson, who had a fine head 
of thick hair that she much appreciated.69 He was not fully recognized by his own party, 
however, as “the godly of those dayes, when he embrac’d their party, would not allow 
him to be religious because his hayre was not in their cut.”70 Haircuts worked both 
as willingly chosen signs of social belonging and as a control device a group enforced 
on its members. Individual negotiation of these meanings could be challenging, even if 
the ideological content referred to by the cuts remained much more important than its 
outward signs. Signifying several identity categories at the same time, hair materialized 
gender, age, and status, and even political loyalties, and allowed them to be performed 
and articulated in everyday life.
CONCLUSION
The categories we should think about when trying to grasp the social significance of hair 
are various and sometimes conflicting. Hair was a religious and moral issue, with slightly 
different implications for men and women. Renaissance people acted as innovators or 
followers of fashion, when they wanted to gain visibility or merge into their surroundings, 
and they could display their ideological and religious leanings through their hairstyles. 
Hair materialized gender in a physical way and allowed men and women to perform 
gender in their everyday lives, but hair also extended its reach of meanings to the very 
heart of the gendered structure of the social. Beauty practices allowed men and women a 
different set of spaces and relationships, and hair care also represented an area of expertise 
and knowledge. Hairstyles were relentlessly policed by other people, particularly in the 
case of women appearing in public. Hair embodied status, both through the style one 
adopted and the choice of ornaments.
People often would have negotiated many of these social categories at the same time 
when dressing their hair, but they also help us outline how social categories themselves 
were upheld and reshaped with the help of hair practices and ideologies. The meanings 
of hair were both individual and social. Hair functioned as material for self-fashioning for 
Renaissance men and women, but it was also cultural material that was used to negotiate 
hierarchies and relationships between different kinds of people. often these social 
hierarchies, relationships, and allegiances were deemed to have overriding importance, 
while individuality was only an emerging concern, mediated through the complex set of 
more fundamental social and cultural discourses, such as patriarchal ideology, humoral 
theory, and Christian symbolic practice. on the other hand, if indeed there was a slow 
but profound shift in perceptions of individuality on the way during the Renaissance, 
as many have suggested ever since Burckhardt, perhaps hair could be seen as one of the 
many sites in which contestation over the issue occurred. The appeal of hair fashions and 
practices points to an acute awareness of how a sense of self could be fashioned through 
manipulation of the material body. The vigorous attempts to curb fashionable hair 
practices, in turn, work as evidence of an intense campaign to control self-presentation and 
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self-fashioning, often taking its cue from religious teaching and viewing individuality as 
potentially threatening to the Christian community. Both stances suggest the problematic 
nature of the self in the Renaissance. Hair practices and discourses represent a grid of 
social power that both conditioned Renaissance selves and provided techniques for the 
cultural construction of bodies and identities.
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